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40 Anniversary CYS-STTOKE Cups
STTOKE Cup is the world's first shatterproof reusable ceramic cup, providing consistent temperature and
flavour for 3 to 6 hours. Originated from Australia, STTOKE Cup offers not just neutral flavour, but also a
balanced ergonomic design, a sleek, minimalistic appearance and impressive durability. Crucially, these
design features add up to real, consistent everyday use, and thus an actual positive difference being made
upon the world. The cup lids are designed to be spill-resistant so you don't have to worry about any major
spills

Engraved with the CYS 40th Anniversary design, the CYS-STTOKE Cup is the most sought-after merchandise
among our customers and employees. Priced at $40 a piece, two lucky employees were presented with this
limited edition CYS-STTOKE Cup each in a recent lucky draw. Congratulations to our Chief Financial Officer
Mr. Kwang-Shih Chong who received the white Cup and our Senior Sales Manager Ms. Sylvia Goh with the
black Cup.

CYS Special Feature

Chief Financial Officer Kwang-Shih Chong holds a white CYS-STTOKE 
Cup

Senior Manager Sylvia Goh holds a black CYS-STTOKE Cup
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